Each neighborhood that Sunday Streets visits is filled with unique sites, as well as plenty of local businesses and landmarks. Sunday Streets is the perfect time to explore, and now you can win prizes while navigating the route, and getting exercise at the event!

Complete the Sunday Streets BINGO, and qualify to win great prizes!

**HOW TO PLAY:**
Take a picture of yourself completing each box on the card. Post your pictures to Sunday Streets Facebook page (www.facebook.com/sundaystreets), tweet them to us on Twitter @SundayStreets, or hashtag #sundaystreetssf on Instagram. Once you have posted the photo, mark that square off on your card. Mark off five in a row (across, up and down, or diagonal), and qualify to enter the raffle! Just drop your BINGO card off at one of the green Sunday Streets tents, show them your pics, and you will be entered to win. Winners will be notified by email, and announced through social media.

1. Wish Other Avenues a Happy Anniversary
2. Snap a picture of yourself with the Guardian Team
3. Swing by the Parkmerced booth and thank them for sponsoring Sunday Streets
4. Catch CORA trying to set a world record at Noriega and Great Highway at noon
5. Get bendy with Wanderlust — try a yoga demo! (MLK Drive and Bernice Rogers)
6. Snap a pic of Purusha teaching yoga
7. Take a test ride on an E-Bike at the New Wheel Booth
8. Find out the benefits of City CarShare
9. Enter the San Jose Earthquakes’ raffle
10. Have some fun with the folks from SFMOMA!
11. Snap a pic of the Sports Basement team tuning up bikes
12. Talk with Walk San Francisco about Vision Zero
13. Snap a pic with the Roving Ranger
14. Mobile Climate Science Labs, by ClimateChangeEducation.org
15. Snap a pic with the YMCA
16. Thank the SFPUC for their sponsorship that keeps Sunday Streets going!
17. Grab some info at the Recreation and Parks table
18. Stop by the sponsor area; say hi and pick up free BAAQMD gifts.
19. Snap a pic with the Parkwide gang
20. Make Arts and Crafts with Wah Mei School
21. Check out the live music by SF Rock Project (Great Highway and Judah)
22. Ask about Shape Up’s Choose Healthy Drinks campaign
23. Stop by the Wild Equity table for a sticker
24. Snap a pic of the SF Bicycle Coalition teaching kids to ride sans training wheels
25. Visit the Sunday Streets information booth and sign up for our newsletter